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Technology levels raised still further in Suzuki’s Swift.

They tell us:

(Image and all words from Suzuki).

Following on from its powertrain and equipment upgrades last year, the Swace Full Hybrid
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model has recently received some upgrades for mid-2024 offering an even higher level of
technology as standard.

Intelligent Speed Assistance (ISA) is now included for both Motion and Ultra grades.
Combined with Adaptive Cruise Control, ISA is designed to help drivers keep to legal speed
limits. ISA will audibly inform the driver to change the vehicle speed when the road speed
limit changes as recognised by the Traffic Sign Recognition (TSR) system.

Moving up to Ultra now adds navigation as standard and even easier to read information
from a new colour LCD meter display that has increased in diameter from seven to 12.3-
inches. The central touchscreen display audio unit is also of new design and has increased
in size from eight to 10.5-inches in diameter.

With its full hybrid drivetrain, Swace complements the rest of the Suzuki passenger car line-
up which offers hybrid as standard. It means Suzuki customers never pay extra for the fuel
saving and low CO2 emissions benefits of hybrid. With Swace, the benefit is fuel economy of
up to 62.7 mpg and CO2 emissions of just 102 g/km.

Up to Seven Years Warranty.

Low cost of ownership is also bolstered for all Suzuki customers with the inclusion of up to
seven years warranty. This is offered free of charge once the car reaches the end of its
standard manufacturer warranty period and is then booked in for its next scheduled service
within the Suzuki Dealer network. Since launch last year, over 26,000 customers have
registered their cars to enjoy this benefit.

This warranty stays in place until the next qualifying service and is then simply renewed
again up to a maximum vehicle age of 7 years / 100,000 miles – whichever comes first.

Major components are covered, and should a customer decide to sell their car between
services and within the seven-year qualifying period, the warranty can simply be transferred
to the next owner – again free of charge.
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